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  Abstract 

Aircraft is symbol of a high performance mechanical structure, which has the ability to fly with a very high structural safety 
record. Aircraft experiences variable loading in service. Rarely an aircraft will fail due to a static overload during its service life. 
For the continued airworthiness of an aircraft during its entire economic service life, fatigue and damage tolerance design, 
analysis, testing and service experience correlation play a pivotal role. The present study includes the stress analysis and damage 
tolerance evaluation of the wing through a stiffened panel of the bottom skin with a landing gear cutout. Wing bottom skin 
experiences tensile stress field during flight. Cutouts required for fuel access and landing gear opening and retraction in the 
bottom skin will introduce stress concentration. Fatigue cracks will initiate from high tensile stress locations. An integral stiffened 
panel consisting a landing gear cutout is considered for the analysis. Stress analysis will identify the maximum tensile stress 
location in the panel. In a metallic structure fatigue manifests itself in the form of a crack which propagates. If the crack in a 
critical location goes unnoticed it could lead to a catastrophic failure of the airframe. A critical condition will occur when the 
stress intensity factor (SIF) at the crack tip becomes equal to fracture toughness of the material. SIF calculations will be carried 
out for a crack with incremental crack lengths using MVCCI method. Analytical evaluation of the crack arrest capability of the 
stiffening members ahead of the crack tip will be carried out. 
 
Index Terms: Key Aircraft, Design, wing, landing gear cutout, stress analysis, FEM, damage tolerance, integral 

stiffened panel. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------***----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1Some major parts of an aircraft are shown in the 

below figure. 

 

Fig -1: Important parts of an aircraft 
 

 

Fig -2: Airplane Parts and Functions 
 

1.2 Wings 

Providing lift is the main function of the wings of an 
aircraft. An aircraft wing is shown in the Fig 1.1. The wings 
consist of two essential parts. The internal wing structure, 
consisting of spare ribs, stringers, and the external wing, 
which is the skin. Ribs give the shape to the wing section, 
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support the skin (prevent buckling), Aerodynamic forces not 
only bend the wing, they also twist it. 

 
Fig -3: Internal structure of the wing 

 

 
 

Fig -1: Landing gear cutout 
 
 

1.3 Wing loads and other loads 

 
Fig -4: Four Force of Airplane 

 

A wing produces lift as a result of unequal pressures on its 
top and bottom surfaces. This creates a shear force and a 
bending moment, both of which are at their highest values at 
the point where the wing meets the fuselage. The structure at 
this point needs to be very strong, to resist the loads and 
moments, but also quite stiff, to reduce wing bending.   
But the main force caused by the landing gear is an upward 
shock during landing. For this, shock absorbers are present, 
absorbing the landing energy and thus reducing the force 
done on the structure. The extra Work generated during a 
hard landing results in a very large increase in the force on 
the structure. This is why the absorbers are designed with a 
safety margin by taking into account a vertical speed 1.25 

times higher than the maximum vertical speed during 
landing. 

 
2 OBJECTIVES 

 
2.1 Objective 

1 Ensure the safety of the structure. 
2  Damage tolerance design of the wing structure.  
3 Conducting stress analysis of panel consisting of 

stress concentration region, where fatigue crack 
can get initiated. 

Damage tolerance evaluation of the stiffened panel, 
to verify the crack arrest capability of the stiffener 
nearer to cut out. 

 
2.2 Steps involved and software used 
 

 

Fig -5: Steps involved and software used 
 

3 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

The conceptual design of the landing gear cutout is 
modeled using commercially available modeling 
software CATIA V5. Model showing the landing gear 
cutout, which has skin, cutout, holes, stiffener, and 
stiffener web. By using the NASTRAN and PATRAN 
software, meshing is done, and loads and boundary 
conditions are applied. Analysis is done, and hence we 
get the maximum stress located point. . 

 

Fig -6: CAD Model of the landing gear opening cutout 
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3.2 FINET ELEMENT MODELING & 
ANALYSIS 
 

 

Fig -7: Meshed model 
 

 
 

Fig -8: Meshed model(2) 
 

Assigning boundary conditions in the static structural 
analysis involves constraining six degrees of freedom 
system (Three Translation and Three Rotation)  , and  
uniformly distributed load of 10.23KN  is applied to the full 
length of 1800 mm. Different thicknesses are given for 
different group that is 5mm , 4mm and 2mm 
5mm,respectively for cutout, stiffener and skin, holes.  
Material properties are applied. Stress analysis is done in the 
Software MSC NASTRAN/PATRAN. By conducting the 
stress analysis we will find that 
the maximum tensile stresses acting in the stiffened panel is 
at the rivet hole location in the  panel. And cracks will 
always initiate from the location of the maximum tensile 
stress. 

 
 

Fig -9: Maximum stress location in the stiffened panel 
cutout 

We get the maximum stress location point  , and maximum 
stress 1.66+001kg/mm. The validation of the analytical 
method is done by calculating the SIF of plate with a crack 
problem analytically and comparing it with the theoretical 
SIF. Once we get the maximum stress concentration region, 
we can say that crack will get initiated from that maximum 
stress location and propagate perpendicular to the applied 
load direction. So more fine meshing is done in the region 
where the stress is maximum up to the stiffener, because this 
is the expected region of the crack initiation and 
propagation. Stress and displacement 
Analysis of the finite element model of a stiffened panel 
with a crack is done. 

 

 

 
 
Fig -10: Stiffened panel with fine meshing at the maximum 

stress region 
 

Calculation of stress intensity factor using Modified Virtual 
Crack Closure Integral (MVCCI) method is done for each 
and every crack length starting from the maximum stress 
obtained at the rivet hole upto the stiffeners. Here below 
calculation of SIF for a crack length of 92 mm is shown. 
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Fig -1: Displacements in the stiffened panel with a 
crack 

 
3.3 calculation of SIF for a crack length of 92 mm 

For a crack length “a” = 92 mm  and thickness  
displacement of the node near the crack tip is  
 where  node no = 124232 its  displacement is 1.637059  
node no =125625 its   displacement is 1.451928 
Difference of these two is  Δv= 0.185131 
force at the crack tip is F =  
Where F1 = 547.2903N 
F2 = 712.8049N 

F = 547.2903 + 712.8049 = 1260.0952N 
           Length of the element near the crack tip is Δa = 

1.9228646 
          1                     F         1                                        

1260.0952 
G = ───── *Δv* ── = ─────── *0.185131 * 

─────── = 12.13203907                                            
                2*Δa              t        2*1.9228646                             
5                                                

Where   k = 291.417 kg ̸ mm   
Then converting it = 90.403 Mpa 

 
Similarly stress intensity factor for different crack length is 
calculated and is given in the table below. 
 

Table -1: Stress intensity factor for different crack length 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Chart -1: Variation of SIF for different crack lengths 

 
4 CONCLUSIONS 

The main objective of the present study is the damage 
tolerance evaluation of wing in presence of large 
landing gear cutout through stress analysis using FEM. 
The prediction is necessary because one should always 
know the time when the crack in the structure becomes 
critical. If one fails to find this then there may be a 
sudden catastrophic failure of the structure. This may 
even lead to the loss of life. Here in this study we first 
carry out the stress analysis of a stiffened panel with 
landing gear opening cutout of a transport aircraft wing. 
Stress analysis is done in the software MSC 
NASTRAN/PATRAN. By conducting the stress 
analysis we will find that the maximum tensile stresses 
acting in the stiffened panel is at the rivet hole location 
in the panel. And cracks will always initiate from the 
location of the maximum tensile stress. The validation 
of the analytical method is done by calculating the SIF 
of plate with a crack problem analytically and 
comparing it with the theoretical SIF. And we find that 
SIF obtained from both analytical and theoretical 
method are same. By this we can conclude that the FEA 
software used for analysis is valid. Hence the damage 
tolerance can be done, by using stiffeners in the wing, 
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so that, the crack gets arrested as it reaches the stiffener 
and the stress reduces. 
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